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Purpose and Scope

Purpose

– APS commissioned The Brattle Group to assess the rate recommendations provided by its new bill comparison web tool

Scope

– Conduct bill analysis for representative sample of more than 46,000 residential customers who are eligible to use the APS web tool

– Independently assess the rate recommendations provided by the APS web tool to each customer in the sample
Approach overview

- Step 1: Establish a representative sample of customers
- Step 2: Obtain billing determinant data for sample
- Step 3: Independently develop bill calculator
- Step 4: Obtain APS web tool output for full sample of customers
- Step 5: Compare APS rate recommendations to Brattle calculations
Approach

**Step 1: Establish a representative sample of customers**

- APS randomly selected 55,343 service accounts from its residential customer base
- Of these, 46,757 were eligible for use of the APS web tool and therefore the subject of Brattle’s analysis
  - Examples of reasons for ineligibility include being a customer with less than three months of billing history, distributed generation, or being a landlord
- The sample is significantly larger than the typical utility load research sample, which may consist of only a few thousand customers
- The sample aligns with the characteristics of the total population’s monthly usage
  - Average customer monthly usage: 962 (sample) vs 996 (population)
Step 2: Obtain customer usage data for sample

- Customer usage data provided by APS for each customer in sample
- Data provided for period from November 2017 through December 2019; where customers had more than 12 months of data, most recent 12 months were used

Step 3: Independently develop bill calculator

- Monthly bills for each customer in sample and each applicable rate schedule were independently calculated by Brattle
- Calculations were subject to confirmation from APS regarding rate eligibility and treatment of specific charges/taxes
Step 4: Obtain APS web tool output for full sample of customers

- Provided by APS in .xls format
- Included monthly and annual bill calculations and rate recommendations for each customer in sample

Step 5: Compare APS rate recommendations to recommendations from the Brattle tool

Comparison performed for each of the 46,757 customers in the representative sample
Finding

Brattle’s calculations of the customer’s best rate for each customer match those of APS for 99.9% of customers in the sample.
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